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English I, 2021 Honors Summer Reading Assignment      

   

Future English I Honors Students, 

I am looking forward to working with you next year as we begin your journey into English I 

Honors.  We will begin the school year with the unit Personal Journeys, which will feature a 

series of poems, essays, Honors Laying the Foundation analysis techniques, and an in-depth 

study of Sue Monk Kidd’s The Secret Life of Bees.  While we will review the higher level 

concepts of analysis, the first two weeks of school will focus heavily on the summer reading.   

I will answer questions via email throughout the summer, so please do not hesitate to contact 

either of us if you need clarification.  The assignment will also be posted online and available at 

the front office. Caution:  Please do not wait until the last week to begin the assignment.  I hope 

you have a great summer! 

Mrs. Caton, Honors English; shari.caton@wimberleyisd.net   

 

Novel:  The Secret Life of Bees, Sue Monk Kidd 

Follow 14-year old Lily Melissa Owens on her journey as she discovers more about 

herself and her past.   
 

Reading Assignment:  Read and annotate the novel.  Follow the guidelines below for analysis, 

as your annotations should not be a summary of the entire book.  * I require a minimum of 20 

annotations. 

Directions: 

★ Annotations should be typed, formatted, and turned in to Google Classroom on the first day of 

class. 
★ Literary Scavenger Hunt- Complete the Literary Scavenger Hunt as you read the novel, 

placing Post-it notes in your book when you find something from the list. 

★ Annotations- Use your Literary Scavenger Hunt findings to annotate, making sure you 

write in your reading journal the page numbers and quote directly from text. (See samples 

on page 4 and 5.) 

★ Reflections-Reflections to Sections -After reading each section, respond to the prompts 

for each section. Reflection entries must be a minimum of 15 lines. 

★ NOTE: The use of SparkNotes or any other similar resource for any part of this 

assignment will be considered cheating and result in an automatic zero.   

★ NOTE: We will be running Originality Checks in Google Classroom which will flag any 

plagiarism. Make sure your work is your own!  
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Part I:  Literary Scavenger Hunt 

The book is separated into three main sections. For EACH section (not chapters), find an 

example/quote for each of the following literary terms. Make sure the quote is significant and 

relevant.  These will be used in your annotation journal on part II.  

 

 

Section 1:  

Pages 1-102 

Departures 

Section II 

Pages 103-213 

New Beginnings 

Section III 

Pages 210-302 

Hard Truths & Enlightenment 

Setting Imagery Dynamic Character 

Characterization: 

Direct & Indirect 

Figurative Language: Metaphor 

Simile 

Allusion 

Personification 

Symbolism & Motif(s) 

External conflict Flashback Resolution 

Internal Conflict Foreshadowing Theme/Universal Theme 

 

Part II:  Annotation Journal- Use your Literary Scavenger Hunt to write your annotation journal.  
You must use all of the literary terms and may use some more than once. You will need a total of 20 
annotations.

 

Part II:  Annotation Journal- Use your Literary Scavenger Hunt terms found to write your 

annotation journal.  That means that the  Quotations you selected for the scavenger hunt need to 

be  SIGNIFICANT!  It is almost impossible to comment on a quote that has no substance. Even 

if it uses a literary element you’re searching for, that doesn’t always mean that it’s a good quote.  

The quote should somehow relate to the big big picture?  So MAKE YOUR QUOTES 

COUNT!  Write out the entire quote! Do not use ellipses! (. . .) Also, make sure you include 

page numbersRemember, there are two sections to the book, so you will need a total of 20 

annotations SPREAD OUT EVENLY. See examples on page 4& 5: 

 

 
Part III--Reflections on sections: (15 lines minimum in your journal) 

 

Section I: 

What compelled Rosaleen to spit on the three men’s shoes?  What does it take for a person to 

stand up with conviction against brutalizing injustice?  What do you like best about Rosaleen? 

 

 

Section II: 

Lily grew up without her mother, but in the story, she finds a house full of them.  Have you ever 

had a mother figure in your life who wasn’t your true mother?  Have you ever had to leave home 

to find home? 
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Section III: 

Project into the future.  Do you think Lily will ever see her father again?  Does she become a 

beekeeper?  A writer?  What happens to Rosaleen?  What happens to Lily and Zach?  Who 

would Zach be today? 
 

NOTE: The correct method and format for writing annotations seems to confuse a lot of 

students.  Listed below are the guidelines for most of the annotations for short stories, 

novels, and poetry. PLEASE READ CAREFULLY! 

  

★  Formatting:  Annotations work well in the dialectical journal format. Your journal 

should be turned in electronically (On Google Classroom-code will be provided the first 

day of class). You will need to create a table to divide your quotes from your 

commentary (See examples pages 4 & 5).  

 

★  Literary Scavenger Hunt:  Each of your quotes must be aligned with a literary term.  

Make sure you label the literary term used in that quote.  Below are the literary terms you 

will use. You should be able to incorporate all of them.  Don’t overuse one particular 

literary term. 

  

★ When writing commentary, go deep. You are essentially reflecting, thinking of all 

possibilities, and having a sort of conversation with the quote itself.  What does it mean?  

Why did the author include it? (And please don’t write: “to help the reader understand it 

better.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample Annotation from To Kill a Mockingbird: 

This models the correct way to format and write in your dialectical journal 
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1). Quote:  “Mockingbirds don’t do one 

thing but make music for us to enjoy. They 

don’t eat up people’s gardens, don’t nest in 

corncribs, they don’t do one thing but sing 

their hearts out for us.  That’s why it’s a sin 

to kill a mockingbird.” 

Page 119 

Scavenger Hunt literary element: 

Symbol 

  

Context: Atticus had told his children that 

it was a sin to kill a mockingbird, and the 

children asked their neighbor, Miss 

Maudie, why that was so. 

  

Commentary: The mockingbird is a 

symbol of all that is innocent—that is, it 

does no harm to others and simply provides 

people with pleasure upon hearing it sing.  

The motif of innocence recurs in the novel 

with Boo Radley and Tom Robinson, two 

characters who are helpful and benign but 

who have reputations that closed-minded, 

small town citizens of Maycomb can’t 

seem to shake.  Boo is ostracized and 

labeled as a monster because of his erratic 

behavior when he was a teenager, and Tom 

is hated mostly because he is a black man 

whom a white woman accused of rape.  

Like the mockingbird, Boo is helpful and 

generous to the children who feared him, 

and Tom Robinson was kind and helpful to 

the woman who ultimately (and falsely) 

accused him of rape.  Unlike the rabid dog 

who symbolized a type of madness that 

Atticus and his family had to face 

throughout the trial, mockingbirds, like 

Boo and Tom, do no harm, and this is why 

it would be a sin to kill them.  The dog, on 

the other hand, posed great danger and 

therefore needed to be shot and killed. (The 

madness had to be stopped). 
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2). Quote: “Scout,” said Atticus, “when 

summer comes you’ll have to keep your 

head about far worse things . . .  it’s not fair 

for you and Jem, I know that, but 

sometimes we have to make the best of 

things, and the way we conduct ourselves 

when the chips are down—well, all I can 

say is, when you and Jem are grown, 

maybe you’ll look back on this with some 

compassion and some feeling that I didn’t 

let you down.”  Page 139 

Scavenger Hunt literary element: 

foreshadowing 

  

Context:  Atticus is telling both of his 

children that things will only get worse 

once the trial begins. 

  

Commentary: Atticus knows what kind of 

town Maycomb is, and his children, Scout 

and Jem, are already experiencing taunting 

and bullying from other children who come 

from families that resent Atticus defending 

a black man.  Already, Scout has had to 

restrain herself from getting into fights at 

school, and Atticus has been warning his 

children to stay out of fights and to ignore 

the taunts and insults.  He tries to prepare 

them for the intensity to increase once the 

trial begins where he will defend his black 

client against a white woman who accuses 

him of raping her.  In addition to him 

foreshadowing the troubling events that 

will most likely happen in the summer, he 

also foreshadows how his children will 

look back on these events once they reach 

adulthood. 

 

 


